25
City Adventures
FOR FAMILIES

Keep young explorers entertained on
the road with Lonely Planet Kids books.

Come explore

Here at Lonely Planet Kids we’re celebrating a year
of learning about and travelling to cities with your
kids. Sure, cities can be a challenge: expensive,
chaotic and often a cultural overload for small
people. But they are also exciting, fascinating and
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kids on urban adventures and as such know the

AMSTERDAM
Amsterdam is one of those cities that can seem
very grown up. But a visit with kids will really turn
this image around. It’s fun, colourful in all the
right ways and as a family we found it to be
so welcoming.

Our highlight was NEMO – the huge interactive
science museum that sits like a beautiful copper
beetle just nudging out into the river. My threeyear-old loved controlling the solar-powered

pedalling into space on a futuristic bike.

Het Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam’s Maritime

NICHOLA WEST

Museum, was also a great trip out. We climbed

globalmousetravels.com

on board the replica of a 17th-century ship and
had fun firing cannons, lying in hammocks and
weaving through the barrels of cargo in the hold.
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National Maritime Museum, Amsterdam © Globalmouse Travels

aeroplanes, while my nine-year-old enjoyed

NICHOLA’S TIPS FOR
FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO AMSTERDAM
Buy an ‘I Amsterdam’ card.
It gives you access to many attractions in the
city, a canal cruise and unlimited use of the public
transport system.

Hire bicycles.
This famously bike-friendly city is made for
exploring on two wheels and you can hire trailers
for smaller children.

Head to Vondelpark.
The large green space in the middle of Amsterdam
is perfect for summer picnics or winter runarounds,
and has free shows running between June
and September.

If possible, go on a bike ride around

DID YOU KNOW?

your area – do things look different

Amsterdam has more than

compared to when you’re in a car

165 canals and 1,281 bridges.

or on a bus?
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Science Center NEMO © Globalmouse Travels

ACTIVITY

BANGKOK
Not many people consider bustling Bangkok to be
a family travel destination. But there is so much
more to Thailand’s capital than crowds, traffic
and temples – and it’s budget-friendly too! For
kids, it’s all about the shopping centres. From
indoor playgrounds and luxury cinemas to the
largest aquarium in Southeast Asia, Ocean World,
these malls are attractions in their own right. Our

ERIN BENDER

favourite featured a rooftop water park – Fantasia

travelwithbender.com

For outdoor shopping take the kids to Chatuchak
Market and gawk at the fascinating stalls or eat
an ice-cream sandwich. Our kids also delighted in
a tuk tuk ride and relaxing cruise down the Chao
Phraya river, with street food in hand.
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Temple hopping in Bangkok © Travel With Bender

Lagoon is a bargain attraction for kids under 10.

DID YOU KNOW?
Bangkok’s real name is the longest place name
in the world. Here it is:

‘KRUNG THEP MAHANAKHON AMON RATTANAKOSIN
MAHINTHARAYUTHAYA MAHADILOK PHOP NOPPHARAT
RATCHATHANI BURIROM UDOMRATCHANIWET
MAHASATHAN AMON PIMAN AWATAN SATHIT
SAKKATHATTIYA WITSANUKAM PRASIT’
ERIN’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO BANGKOK
Get around by taxi.
It should be cheaper than public transport if you
have more than three people in your family, but
always ask for the meter.

Stay at an Airbnb property.
You’ll have more space, plus a kitchen for those
days when you crave a little home cooking.

ACTIVITY

Snacks like fried bananas or banana and Nutella

With a grown-up’s help, do some

roti (pancakes) will go down a treat with kids. For a

research online or in the library.

fun night of trying new foods take them for Moo Ga

What’s the longest place name

Ta for Korean BBQ or to a Thai cooking class.

in your country?
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The Bender family. © Travel With Bender

Try street food!

BEIJING
China’s capital may not be the most obvious
family destination, but Bĕijīng is much more
child-friendly than it would first appear.

Let the kids discover the lions that guard the
gates and wander the grounds of the Forbidden
City. It’s huge, so keep your visit short. Then grab
a rickshaw and tour the hutongs – Bĕijīng’s oldest
network of passageways between traditional
residential compounds. We also loved browsing
the night markets, such as Wangfujing and

A trip to Bĕijīng wouldn’t be complete without
a visit to the Great Wall. We went to the Mutianyu

TING DALTON

section – it’s less busy and fully restored, plus

my-travelmonkey.com

there’s a cable car ride up to the wall and a
toboggan ride down.
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Summer Palace, Bĕijīng © Ting Dalton

Donghuamen.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Great Wall of China is the

TING’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO BEIJING

longest thing people have ever
built. It goes for about 8850km

Visit at the right time of the year.

(5500mi).

Avoid visiting during the summer and Chinese
public holidays to avoid the heat and crowds.

ACTIVITY

Teach your kids a few words.

Come up with an imaginary insect

The Chinese embrace children and will go out

restaurant menu. Will you serve

of their way to help you. If your children can say

locust lasagne? Cricket curry?

hello or thank you in Mandarin they will love them

Be as creative as you like!

even more.

Escape the bustle.
When everyone needs a break, hire boats and relax
in the gardens of Behai Park or Kunming Lake in

Snack Street, Bĕijīng © Ting Dalton

the Summer Palace.
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Two boys running with kites, Great Wall of China, China © David Allan Brandt/Getty Images

BOSTON
In Boston, first-hand encounters bring history
to life. My four-year-old twins loved playing on
the Boston Common, examining crumbling
tombstones in the ancient cemeteries and
imagining the sailor’s life aboard the USS
Constitution. At the Boston Tea Party Ship, they
took part in the famous protest by tossing crates
of tea into the Boston Harbor.

When the kids got tired of their history lesson, we

River. We cycled past Harvard University and
MIT, catching some magnificent views of the city
skyline. The ride ended at the Esplanade, where

MARA VORHEES

we devoured enormous ice-cream sandwiches.

havetwinswilltravel.com
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Bunker Hill, Boston © Mara Vorhees

hopped on bicycles for a ride along the Charles

DID YOU KNOW?
Boston University Bridge is one of

MARA’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO BOSTON

the only places where a boat can
sail under a train passing under

Explore the Freedom Trail!

a car driving under a plane!

This 2.4-mile walking trail connects 16 historical
sites and each section has something to offer kids.

ACTIVITY
Visit your local museum to learn

Ask for special kids’ activity
packs.

more about your local history.

These are available at most Boston museums,

Draw a poster about what

including the Museum of Fine Arts and the Old

you learned.

South Meeting House. Scavenger hunts and other
projects make art and history more accessible for
little people.

Stop at Durgin Park to sample
Indian pudding.
This classic New England dessert is a special treat

USS Constitution, Boston © Mara Vorhees

for big and little kids alike!
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CAPE TOWN

Cape Town is a green city full of wildlife and
opportunities to explore. Most people think of the
big five when you mention South Africa but, for
us, it was the smaller animals and the wide open
spaces that made Cape Town such a refreshing

KERI HEDRICK

family escape.

babyglobetrotters.net

A trip to Boulders Beach to view the 2000-strong
colony of African penguins is a must. There’s
an easy-access boardwalk at Foxy Beach. Little
wildlife lovers will also be enchanted with the
World of Birds. The highlight is Monkey Jungle,
where you can see squirrel monkeys playing.

End your day with a stroll around the V&A
Waterfront, home to restaurants, shops, buskers
Table Mountain and Cape Town at sunset, from Bloubergstrand © Ilonde van Hoolwerff/500px

and boat tours, as well as the giant Cape Wheel
with its spectacular views of the iconic
Table Mountain.
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ACTIVITY
Go outside with a grown-up.

KERI’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO CAPE TOWN

How many creatures can you spot

at the sky for birds!

Visit between October
and March.
This is when the weather is generally warm and
sunny, so you’ll be able to make the most of all of
Cape Town’s outdoor activities.

Hire a car.
Most attractions are outside of central Cape Town
and spread out so having your own set of wheels
is ideal.

Don’t forget your child’s
birth certificate.
If you are travelling with children to and from South
Africa, new laws from 1 June 2015 make it essential
that you carry a child’s original birth certificate as
well as their passport.

DID YOU KNOW?
Table Mountain is more than 1,000m
(3,280ft) above sea level and is one
of the oldest mountains in the world!
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Boulder Beach, near Cape Town © BabyGlobetrotters

where you live? Remember to look

COPENHAGEN
Scandinavian design prowess doesn’t stop at
fashion and furniture, it extends to creating childfriendly cities. Forget Mediterranean-style fussing
– the Danes simply think smaller visitors should
be welcome everywhere, just like their parents.

Ditch the buggy and see Copenhagen by canal,

mummytravels.com

brightly coloured buildings of Nyhavn past sights
like the iconic Little Mermaid.

Covering Vikings, Egyptians and a body from
a bog, the National Museum is a proper treasure
trove. The Children’s Museum inside is aimed at
four- to 10-year-olds, but everyone will love the
replica longship.
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Nyhavn, Copenhagen © Cathy Winston

CATHY WINSTON

with hop-on hop-off boat tours cruising from the

DID YOU KNOW?

ACTIVITY

Lego, the world-famous brick toy, is a Danish

There are lots of colourful buildings

invention. 20 million Lego bricks are made

in Copenhagen. Design a dazzling

every year at the factory!

house using coloured pencils
or felt tips!

CATHY’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO COPENHAGEN
Get a Copenhagen Card.
It gives adults entry to most major attractions –
including the fabulous Tivoli Gardens amusement
park – with two children under 10 going free. With
public transport included, you won’t have to work
out the city’s myriad ticket variations either.

Have your coffee early.
Denmark is one of the world’s biggest coffeedrinking nations, so great cafes are everywhere
– but many close around 5pm (especially at

Swings at Tivoli Gardens © Sarah Coghill/Lonely Planet

weekends), so teatime options can be scarce.

Torvehallerne food market
is perfect for fussy eaters.
Your kids will love to try Danish specialities such
as Smørrebrød (open sandwiches) and kanelsnegle
(cinnamon ‘snails’).
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DUBAI
As a city Dubai embraces children and offers
plenty of entertainment aimed purely at the kids.
Plus, it has the advantage of being both a city
break and beach destination so there’s something
to suit everyone’s needs.

mumstheworld.net

shopping malls and the world’s tallest building,
we also recommend seeing a true slice of Dubai’s
culture and heritage. Take a trip to the creek
in Deira – the journey by metro or water taxi
is an experience in itself and one the kids will
remember. While there, wander through the gold,
spice and textile souks, take in the aromas and
teach your kids the art of haggling.
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Find peace in the desert © MumstheWorld

JENNY BUFTON
LAURA DAVISON

Aside from the water parks, ski slopes, glossy

JENNY AND LAURA’S TIPS
FOR FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO DUBAI
Start with a trip on the Dubai’s
Big Bus.
It may not be glamorous, but it’s incredibly
informative and can help you settle in and
understand the city’s culture. The open roof adds
an element of excitement for children too.

Get the Entertainer app.
It offers buy-one-get-one-free vouchers for a whole
host of dining outlets and day trips. You usually
make back your money after one or two uses
making it a worthwhile buy.

Avoid travelling to Dubai
in summer.
Flights are much cheaper from July to September

It takes a team of 36 people

sweating make the most of Dubai’s beauty in the
cooler months.

three months to clean all 24,000
windows of the 160-storey Burj
Khalifa building in Dubai.

ACTIVITY
Can you beat the Burj Khalifa? Design your own
skyscraper – how tall is it? Where would you build it?
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Dress like a local in Dubai! © MumstheWorld

DID YOU KNOW?

but unless you’re prepared to spend a lot of time

FLORENCE

Florence is better known for incredible
art, architecture, history and food than for
playgrounds and parks. But that doesn’t
mean it’s a no-go zone for kids; it just

ERIC STOEN

requires some creativity.

travelbabbo.com
We’ve found that having a local guide can really
help – someone who can not only get you past
long lines, but also make the history and art come
alive for the whole family.

Guide or no guide, bring drawing materials.
Boboli Gardens, the Duomo, the Uffizi and the
Accademia are all a lot more interesting for kids
when they’re sketching and learning. We also
enrolled in a cooking class – the kids loved

Seek out green spaces in Florence © Eric Stoen

making pizza, pasta and gelato! Who wouldn’t?
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ACTIVITY
With a grown-up’s help, make your

ERIC’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO FLORENCE

own pizza. Use ready-made bases

mushroom, peppers... anything!

Choose a centrally-located hotel
or apartment.
It makes it easier to explore the city on foot and lets
you return for bathroom breaks.

Create your own scavenger
hunts.
We’ve done this both in museums and throughout
the city using postcards. Searching for symbols,
artworks and major sites is a great way for kids
to engage with the city.

Enjoy the gelato!
You may not eat ice cream every afternoon at
home but in Florence it’s part of the experience.
The best gelato is displayed in shallow metal tins
and never piled high.

DID YOU KNOW?
Florence’s Uffizi Gallery is one of
the finest art museums in the world,
receiving around two million visitors
every year!
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Why not take a cooking class? © Eric Stoen

if easier, then add cheese, ham,

many scars on Vietnam, it has since become
a diverse, accepting, peaceful nation of people
whose main focus is family.

This is especially apparent in Ho Chi Minh City
(or Saigon as the locals still call it) with its
French-inspired architecture, heritage and
family-friendly attractions.

Children love exploring the Cu Chi Tunnels,

SALLY LUCAS

a great way to bring part of the city’s history to life

our3kidsvtheworld.com

for them. We recommend taking a Cyclo City Tour:
you can travel like a local HCMC family and it’s
a great way to explore the city. Make sure you see
a traditional water puppet show too – they are
a real treat for children (and adults too!).
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Sally and her family at Reunification Palace © Sally Lucas

HO CHI MINH CITY

While a history of occupation and war has left

DID YOU KNOW?
The Vietnamese use motorbikes to get around:
there are 37 million in the country, compared
to only two million cars.

SALLY’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO HCMC
Take a walk.
It’s the best way to get to know the city. Phone
reception is excellent in Vietnam and wi-fi is
available almost everywhere, so you won’t get lost
(unless you want to!).

Eat where the locals eat.
I can’t recommend sampling the local cuisine
enough. The food is amazing and as long as you

ACTIVITY

pick wisely (a busy restaurant is a good one) you
shouldn’t have a problem.

Can you speak Vietnamese?

Learn a few local phrases.
Vietnamese people love children – they fussed over

Hello

our kids constantly. We always teach the kids how

Thank you

to say ‘hello’, ‘goodbye’ and ‘thank you’ in the local

Goodbye

language of every place we go – it goes a long way
and local people love it.
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Visiting Notre Dame Cathedral © Sally Lucas

You can now!

HONG KONG

Kids and adults can’t fail to be seduced by the
Hong Kong skyline, best admired from the iconic
Star Ferry. Whilst you may picture Hong Kong as
a towering metropolis, three quarters of this city is
actually countryside. This means you can hike, hit

NICOLA BURKE

the beach and potter around the markets all

jetlagandmayhem.com

in one day!

Hong Kong comprises over 260 islands, a handful
of which make a great day trip by boat. My
favourite is Cheung Chau, a sleepy fishing village
that offers a stark contrast to the frenetic pace
of Central. Kids will love admiring the weird and
wonderful dried fish and you can hire bikes to

Fishing and house boats anchored in Cheung Chau harbour. Hong Kong © Ilia Torlin/Shutterstock

cycle round the island.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Hong Kong’s Symphony of Lights is

NICOLA’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO HONG KONG

the world’s largest permanent light
and sound show. It happens every

Use a baby carrier if you can.

night at 8pm.

With steep inclines, steps and narrow pavements,
Hong Kong is notoriously difficult to navigate with
strollers. If you do bring one, make sure it is light
and easy to fold.

Purchase an Octopus card to
get from A to B.
Public transport is cheap, clean and easy to
navigate. And kids love the trams! The Star Ferry
is the cheapest (and most fun) way to cross Victoria
Harbour. Adjacent to the pier is the fascinating
Hong Kong Maritime Museum.

Avoid the summer months.
October and November are glorious months for a
visit to Hong Kong. The summer is hot and sticky,

ACTIVITY
Draw your dream island. Is it busy
or calm? Do you have skyscrapers
on your island, or beach huts?
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Nicola Burke and her kids © Nicola Burke

and even the most heat-resistant kids wilt.
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Young family enjoying the beautiful scenery of Victoria Harbor, Hong Kong © Lane Oatey/Blue Jean Images/Getty Images

LAS VEGAS

Think you can’t take your kids to sin city? Think
again! Las Vegas is a surprisingly affordable kidfriendly destination with tonnes to do, often
for free.

Wandering the Strip is a fun free activity for

BETHANEY
DAVIES

families. The fountains at The Bellagio are

flashpackerfamily.com

absolutely magical, watching the volcano at
The Mirage erupt in the dark is thrilling, and
the bright lights and street performers will
enthral your little ones.

Circus Circus hotel is a full circus experience and
totally kid-friendly. You’ll see anything from aerial
artists and jugglers to trapeze acts and they’re all
free! There’s also Adventuredome, which has fun

Swimming at the Trump Hotel at sunset © Flashpacker Family

theme park rides.
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ACTIVITY
Can you juggle like a Las Vegas
performer? Practise your skills

BETHANEY’S TIPS FOR
FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO LAS VEGAS

using three small beans bags

Choose the right place to stay.
Distances between hotels on the Strip are greater
than you might think, so choose a hotel like Planet
Hollywood or Bellagio which are in a prime location.

Choose the right time to go.
The best times of year to visit are September
to November and March to May. Avoid major
conferences, holiday weekends and events as
hotel prices skyrocket.

Plan your early mornings.
The Discovery Children’s Museum opens at 9am
on weekdays (outside summer), Red Rock Lanes
bowling alley opens at 8am and hiking at Red Rock
Canyon is a great early morning activity. Otherwise
pretty much everything is shut.

DID YOU KNOW?
When astronauts look down at the
planet, Las Vegas is the brightest
city on earth.
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Watching the gondolas at The Venetian, Las Vegas © Flashpacker Family

(or rolled-up pairs of socks).

LONDON
With its rich, multicultural history, the UK’s capital
is home to a wealth of world-class, family-friendly
museums, attractions and festivals. I love going
to London with my kids because there’s always so
much to see and do there.

We recommend exploring London on foot:

mumsdotravel.com

station, through Borough Market, along the
Southbank as far as Westminster Bridge for a view
of Big Ben. In winter, we usually go ice skating at
one of the temporary ice rinks which pop up in
iconic locations across the city.
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Houses of Parliament, London © Gretta Schifano

GRETTA
SCHIFANO

a favourite route of ours is from London Bridge

DID YOU KNOW?
There are more than 32,000 musical
performances in London every year - that’s 620
a week! Quite a racket!

GRETTA’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO LONDON
Kids travel for free!
Up to four children under 11 years old can travel
for free on public transport with an adult who has
a ticket.

Take advantage of the free
museums.
There’s no charge to visit many London museums
and galleries such as the Natural History Museum,
the Science Museum and Tate Modern. Many also
offer children’s activities, especially during

Listen to the world around you.

Get outdoors.

How many sounds can you hear?

There are some fantastic places to explore

Do you think it’s noisier or quieter

outdoors in London. Try Regent’s Park, which is

than London?

home to London Zoo, and the imaginative Diana
Memorial Playground in Kensington Gardens.
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London Zoo © Gretta Schifano

ACTIVITY

school holidays.
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The magnificent Great Hall of the British Museum in London © chrisdorney/Shutterstock

MARRAKESH
If you visit Marrakesh with your children, chances
are you’ll also have a much more meaningful
experience than if you go alone. Why? Moroccans
adore children. Don’t be surprised if strangers say
hello, give them a pat on the head or a kiss on
the cheek.

marocmama.com

Marrakesh is large enough to have plenty to
do but small enough to navigate and not feel
overwhelming. The medina is an unmissable
experience. It’s a maze of streets chock-full
of vendors selling and making everything
imaginable. Be sure to take a break and enjoy
a meal the Moroccan way, eating with your
hands using pieces of breads – kids love it!
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Tagine gets top marks with kids © Amanda Moutakki

AMANDA
MOUTTAKI

DID YOU KNOW?

ACTIVITY

The national dish of Morocco is

Visit a local market with a grown-up. How many

seksou (couscous), often served

different items for sale can you see? Anything

with meat and vegetables cooked

you don’t recognise?

in a pot called a tagine.

AMANDA’S TIPS FOR
FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO MARRAKESH
Keep kids close in the medina.
Use a small stroller for young children and
keep older kids close as the souks can become
very crowded.

Skip the summer months.
The temperatures in June, July, and August
are brutal. Oasiria and Aqua Fun Club waterparks

Let the kids run wild in Morocco © Amanda Moutakki

are good places for kids to cool off.

Do a day trip.
Visit Terres d’Amanar to zipline in the Atlas
Mountains (there are courses for under fives and
up) or head south to the city of Oukaimden for
hiking in warmer months or skiing and sledding
in winter.
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Overview of Djemaa el- Fina market © Michael Heffernan/Lonely Planet

MELBOURNE

Melbourne is our favourite city in Australia and
a thrilling destination for kids. It’s the sporting
capital of the country and is brimming over with
festivals, galleries and museums. It also has
an amazing food and coffee scene, and plenty
of outdoor activities; not to mention amazing

CAZ MAKEPEACE

destinations such as the Great Ocean Road

ytravelblog.com

within a three-hour drive.

My daughter Kalyra’s highlights from our monthlong stay in Melbourne included cycling along the
Yarra River bike path and the beach esplanade
from St Kilda to Brighton, visiting Queen Victoria
night markets for cheap and eclectic food,
and kids’ day at the Australian Open Tennis
Championships. Oh, and a Frozen-themed high

Cycling from St Kilda to Brighton © Y Travel Blog

tea at the Langham Hotel appears to make the list!
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DID YOU KNOW?
Australia has its own sport called

CAZ’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO MELBOURNE

Australian rules football – it was

Take public transport.
The kids will have more fun exploring Melbourne on
a tram or by bike than sitting in the back of the car.

Dine al fresco, Aussie style.
Order a takeaway pizza, buy a bottle of wine (OK,
that’s for the adults) and settle down for a stunning
sunset on St Kilda Beach. Sneak over to the jetty to
see the fairy penguins.

Check out Federation Square.
There’s usually something on in the form of free
entertainment and activities, including concerts
and outdoor movies.

ACTIVITY
In Melbourne, penguins live on the
beach! Draw a family of penguins
on a beautiful beach.
Degraves St Cafes, Melbourne © Y Travel Blog

first played in Melbourne in 1859.
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NEW ORLEANS

Everyone knows about Mardi Gras, but there’s
more to New Orleans than parades and
doubloons. From guided tours of Oak Alley
Plantation to historical river cruises along the
Mississippi River, there’s a lot to do and see
with kids in the Crescent City.

Join a kid-friendly walking tour with French
Quartour Kids. Guides use maps, props and
costumes to keep children engaged. Then pick up

New Orleans streetcar © Erin Gifford

a free shuttle to Blaine Kern’s Mardi Gras World
from the French Quarter. My kids loved seeing

ERIN GIFFORD

the colourful parade floats and decorations – and

kidventurous.com

we each got a piece of King Cake, a Mardi Gras
tradition. Next stop, the Insectarium for crispy
cajun crickets at the Bug Buffet.
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ACTIVITY
Create your own Mardis Gras headdress. Dress up
an old hat with feathers, or make a base with card
and glue to decorate!

ERIN’S TIPS FOR
FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO NEW ORLEANS
Stay in the Central Business
District.
It’s nice to be close to the French Quarter – but
not too close since it can get loud, even outside
of high season.

Café du Monde is busy,
but worth it.
We went at 10am, a lull between the before-work
and the late-morning-just-getting-going tourist
crowds, so we didn’t need to wait in a line for our

DID YOU KNOW?

A ride on a streetcar in New
Orleans is a must.

Opera was first performed in

Hop on the St. Charles Streetcar – at $1.25 per

the United States in New Orleans

person, it’s a bargain. Get off at Audubon Park

in 1796.

to run around and see animals at the Audubon Zoo.
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Café du Monde, New Orleans © Erin Gifford

sugar-covered beignets (pastries).

NEW YORK CITY
New York City. The city that never sleeps. As my
daughter says, ‘I love the energy in New York City.
There is so much to see and do, but my favourite
thing is just walking around.’ All that energy can be
a bit intimidating to families, especially those with
small children. To make it more manageable, we
try to visit just one or two neighbourhoods a trip.

Freedom Tower from the 9/11 Memorial © Tamara Gruber

One of our favourite days was spent exploring
Lower Manhattan. It is less crowded and the kids
really appreciated the iconic sites like the Statue
of Liberty and the classic Charging Bull sculpture.
A stroll through Battery Park at sunset was the
picture-perfect way to unwind.

TAMARA GRUBER
we3travel.com
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TAMARA’S TIPS FOR
FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO NEW YORK CITY
Seek out the green.
Find a park to beat the sensory overload of the city
streets. For example, after a Broadway matinee,
take a stroll down the Highline elevated greenway
or enjoy some people-watching in Bryant Park.

Know when to go.
Beat the crowds at Christmas by visiting midweek
and go to ‘see the tree’ during the day. Also avoid
Times Square when Broadway shows are finishing.
Summer weekends are hot but a great time to visit
because everyone else is escaping the city for
the beaches.

Don’t be afraid to use public
transport.
Kids love riding the subway, possibly even more

NYC has 13,000 taxis and the
average one travels 130,000km

ACTIVITY

(81,788mi) each year!

Draw NYC at sunset. Create a red or orange
background then add landmarks such as the
Statue of Liberty in black.
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Unwind in Central Park © Tamara Gruber

DID YOU KNOW?

than seeing the sights.
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Young children splash in Bosque Fountain, Battery Park, NYC © Patti McConville/Getty Images
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PARIS
While Paris might not be the first place you
think of for your next family trip, all its iconic
monuments, gorgeous parks, famous museums
and – importantly! – crêperies make it fun
for kids.

Our first stop off the Eurostar was the Arc de
Triomphe and we climbed straight to the top
(free for under 18s). The views – and the look
on my daughter’s face when she spotted the
Eiffel Tower – were priceless!

The bike tour begins © Global Munchkins

Our time was limited so we hopped on a bike tour
with Fat Tire Paris to get better acquainted with

AMBER MAMIAN

the city. We pedalled past most major landmarks

globalmunchkins.com

with an engaging and knowledgeable guide. The
kids still refer to this tour as the best part of our
entire two-week European vacation.
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DID YOU KNOW?

ACTIVITY

The Eiffel Tower is 320 metres (1049 feet) tall.

With a grown-up, make crêpes using

That’s taller than 200 cars stacked on top of

flour, eggs and milk. Eat them with

each other!

cheese and ham, or smothered in
chocolate spread.

AMBER’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO PARIS
Skip the Eiffel tower queues.
Visit in the late afternoon when the crowds have
come and gone. Take the stairs to the mid level
– the queue is much quicker – and count the
stairs together on the way up.

Visiting the Louvre?
Save time – enter through the lesser-known Porte
des Lions entrance. Here you can buy tickets
and avoid the longest queues. Kids will love the
Egyptians, Ancient Greece and Renaissance
wings! Keeping the visit short and sweet will
Fun in front of the Eiffel Tower © Global Munchkins

help avoid meltdowns.

Grab a scoop of ice cream
at Berthillon.
Just a short walk along the Seine from Notre Dame,
it’s the best in the city and worth the wait.
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QUÉBEC CITY
Québec City: a place where European panache
and an engaging history pairs with abundant
outdoor adventures to create the optimal family
destination.

My kids loved wandering the tangle of small
streets winding through Old Québec’s Haute Ville
(Upper Town) and Basse Ville (Lower Town). One
of our favourite experiences was our visit to the
Musée de la Civilisation, where rotating exhibits
feature unique, interactive experiences. During our

with clay, immerse themselves in contemporary
dance, try their hand at animation and visit an

GINA VERCESI

Egyptian mummy.

kidsunplugged.org

They also loved looking for wildlife and paddling
a canoe in the Parc National de la Jacques-Cartier.
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Place Royale © Kids Unplugged

self-guided tour my girls had the chance to build

ACTIVITY

DID YOU KNOW?

People in Québec City speak French.

Canada is the second largest

Practise your French:

country in the world!

Bonjour Hello
Je m’appelle… My name is...

GINA’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO QUÉBEC CITY
Take your time.
We easily filled three days exploring and we wished
we had more. Next time we’ll take the ferry across
the Saint Lawrence to Lévis to ride bicycles in
Parcour des Anses.

Get out of town.
Whether it’s a day trip by train to Charlevoix, an
afternoon driving tour of Ile D’Orleans or a hike at

People canoeing on Jaques Cartier River, Parc de la Jacques-Cartier
©Mark Read/Lonely Planet

the majestic Montmorency Falls, spend a bit of time
outside of the city.

Don’t overlook winter.
Yes, Québec gets cold, but the city becomes a
wonderland in wintertime. The annual Carnaval
de Québec offers toboggan rides, ice fishing, dog
sledding and a spectacular ice castle to explore.
Just bundle up and enjoy!
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Souvenir photo of family in front of Château Frontenac and the St. Lawrence River, Québec City, Québec, Canada © Robert Chiasson/Getty Images

ROME

With its remarkable history, ancient ruins, fun
market squares and fabulous food, Rome delights
family travellers.

There are churches upon churches to be

CLAUDIA LAROYE

appreciated in hushed tones, but when your

thetravellingmom.ca

children can take no more they can run freely
through the Forum ruins, climb the Dome of
Saint Peter’s and laugh while imagining the social
niceties of the public latrines in the ruins of Ostia
Antica, the former Roman port city. Wandering the
ancient sites and streets was a giddy adventure
for us, punctuated by shots of Sant’Eustachio
grancaffe and Giolitti gelati. (Note: it’s a proven
fact that a gelato a day keeps the tantrums away.)
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DID YOU KNOW?
The Romans once had a huge
empire, which included the whole

CLAUDIA’S TIPS FOR
FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO ROME

of Italy and lots of Europe, including

Rome is compact and very
walkable.
If you are travelling with a stroller, make sure
it is small and has wheels that can handle the
cobblestone streets.

Plan your kids’ meals.
While it’s easy to find kid-friendly cuisine in Rome
(think pasta, pizza, arancini), note that many
restaurants serve dinner late (around 8pm) and
many also close for part of the afternoon.

Avoid visiting Rome in August.
Not only will it be unbearably hot for sightseeing
but much of the city shuts down for Ferragosto,
a celebration of the Assumption of Mary that
coincides with the Italian summer holidays. The
city may be empty (and many amenities shuttered)
save for grumpy, sweltering tourists.

ACTIVITY
Your mission: find the most delicious ice cream
available where you live. You might have to test
a few to make sure...
50

Gladiators in Rome © The Travelling Mom

England and Wales.

SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco has long been considered
a family-friendly city – and for good reason.
This multicultural city is chock-full of educational

Golden Gate bridge in clouds, San Francisco, California, USA © Tristan O’Tierney/500px

yet accessible experiences for kids, from ethnic
neighbourhoods to fine art and fun boat tours.
Even getting around is fun for families, as kids love
the city’s signature cable cars and steep streets.

We start a visit to San Francisco at Golden Gate
Park, where the kids can play at Koret Playground
or visit the Academy of Sciences. We always

AMY WHITLEY
pitstopsforkids.com

make time for a cable car ride to Pier 39 and the
Exploratorium, with its hands-on exhibits. If time
permits, Muir Woods National Monument, located
just across the bridge, is worth a visit.
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AMY’S TIPS FOR
FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO SAN FRANCISCO
Save money with a San
Francisco CityPASS.
These grant admission to attractions at an almost
50% discount. Purchase yours at Alcatraz Cruises
for a bonus Alcatraz trip discount (call ahead to
reserve a tour – they fill up quickly).

Test your senses at the
Tactile Dome.
One of the Exploratorium’s most popular exhibits,
you can only see it with a scheduled appointment
and separate ticket.

Prepare to eat well.
Make a meal out of Ghirardelli Square sundaes
– after eating these monstrous desserts, no one
will be hungry for dinner anyway! For a more wellbalanced snack, look for the food trucks near the

San Francisco’s famous Golden
Gate Bridge is 8981ft (2737m) long

ACTIVITY

and stands out in fog due to

San Francisco is very hilly. With a grown-up, find

its orange colour.

the steepest hill near you. If it’s safe, run or roll to
the bottom!
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Exploring Alcatraz © Pitstops for Kids

DID YOU KNOW?

Academy of Sciences.

SEATTLE

Seattle is best known for rainy days and fantastic
coffee, but what many visitors don’t realise is
that this town was made for families. Rainy day
entertainment for kids continues to improve, the
mild temperatures allow for loads of outdoor play,

KERYN MEANS

and restaurants are always happy to see the next

walkingontravels.com

generation of food lovers grace their doorstep.

Activities abound and change with the seasons in
Seattle. In the winter, if it is raining in the city you
can head up to the local ski resorts to enjoy the
fresh powder falling on the mountain. When it’s
dry, everyone heads out to the local beaches and
parks. Our favourite park is Kubota Gardens, a
Japanese-style public garden on the south side

Japanese Garden in the rain © Keryn Means

of the city.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Seattle has a world-famous wall,

KERYN’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO SEATTLE

covered in millions of pieces of gum!
It was cleaned recently, but it’s

Don’t let the weather stop you.

already gathering new ‘decorations’.

It will mess up your hair and get your shoes wet,
but won’t soak you through. Just remember
your raincoat!

Want to stay indoors?
Head to the butterfly room in the Pacific Science
Center or the Volunteer Park Conservatory to
breathe in the heat and humidity these greenhouse
structures capture all year long.

Eat, eat, eat.
Restaurants are whipping up some of the best food
in the country and not once while living in Seattle did
we feel like we couldn’t dine out with our children.
When in doubt, go out for brunch or eat an early

ACTIVITY
Draw some colourful butterflies,
like the ones in Seattle’s Pacific
Science Center. How many can you
fit on one page?
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Pacific Science Center Butterfly Room © Keryn Means

dinner to take advantage of happy hour food prices.

SINGAPORE
Singapore is the best of old meets new and
east meets west, wrapped in an incredibly easy
package for parents and kids to open and explore.

The water parks all over the city are brilliant for
entertaining kids. Whether you go to Singapore
Zoo, Jurong Bird Park or Jacob Ballas Children’s
Gardens, all you need are some bathers and
sunscreen and the kids can run wild. My favourite
is the Far East Organization’s Children’s Gardens
– it offers a spectacular view of the Marina Bay
Sands area.

Also, in Singapore some of the best family
entertainment (including free children’s concerts
and plays) and food can be found in shopping
centres and hotels so put your preconceptions
to one side and check them out.

AIMEE CHAN
suitcasesandstrollers.com
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AIMEE’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO SINGAPORE
Take the family-friendly
MRT system.
If you’re sticking to the Orchard, Sentosa and CBD
areas there’s no need to use taxis and kids love
the trains. Buses are easy to catch but not as
stroller friendly.

Bring your own lightweight kids
car seats.
They’re not mandatory in Singapore and taxis
don’t have them, but they’re always safer. Practise
putting yours in and out of the car at home so you
can be quick at the busy taxi stands.

It’s easy for kids to dehydrate. Keep your itinerary
short and take advantage of all the shopping
centres, taking pit stops for air conditioning, drinks
and ice cream.

DID YOU KNOW?
Singapore is probably the world’s

ACTIVITY

cleanest city. Anyone caught

Singapore’s Merlion statue is half lion, half fish.

littering, spitting or selling chewing

Design your own statue, blending two of your

gum has to pay lots of money!

favourite animals. What would you call it?
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Aimee and family in Tanjong Pagar, Singapore © Suasti Lye of Straits Canopy

Don’t underestimate the heat
and humidity.
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Boy leaping along the marina wall, Singapore © Edward Carlile Portraits/Getty Images

TOKYO
Japan is robot mad – so fun comes by the
terabyte in Tokyo, particularly if you are a tween
or teen.

Our Tokyo break began at the Miraikan (National
Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation),
where the kids met three robots: spooky science
communicator Otonaroid; Honda’s charming
humanoid Asimo; and the disembodied torso

Night-time Tokyo is good for gaming. The
Akihabara district comes in all shades of neon and

KIRSTIE PELLING

you can find a mind-blowing amount of games

familyadventureproject.org

for sale. At Joypolis amusement park, simulators
meet slots in a rollercoaster ride through the dark.
Meanwhile the purikura photo booths gave us a
digital facelift and Hello Kitty eyes.
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A neon night scene in Tokyo © Kirstie Pelling

of Telenoid, which they found less appealing.

DID YOU KNOW?
You can buy wigs for dogs in Tokyo!

KIRSTIE’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO TOKYO
Get cash where you can.
It can be an issue. Many Japanese banks don’t
accept Western debit cards. We found cashpoints in
7-Eleven mini markets to be a reliable source of yen.

Try the CoCo Ichiban chain.
These affordable fast-food curry restaurants
are found on most high streets. You choose the
strength of your spice and the weight of your food.
Good kids get a toy at the end of the meal.

Don’t panic about ordering
kid-friendly food.
Restaurants not only have picture menus but

ACTIVITY
Design your own robot. What is
its name? What skills does your
robot have?
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Meet robots in Tokyo © Kirstie Pelling

display wax sculptures of the food in the windows.

TORONTO
Canada’s largest city is incredibly child friendly,
so much so that families come back to Toronto
time and time again.

In summer, visitors and locals spend their days
on the Toronto Islands, accessible from downtown
Toronto via ferry or water taxi. The three islands
compose the largest urban car-free community
in North America, giving kids an expansive place
to run and play just minutes from the city centre.
In winter, Nathan Phillip’s Square fountain –

SARAH PITTARD

located in the heart of downtown – is transformed

solomomtakesflight.com

Toronto Islands © Sarah Pittard

into a public skating rink. Year round, the Royal
Ontario Museum’s Children’s Discovery Gallery
is filled with costumes for imaginative play and
has a range of activities for kids of all ages.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Toronto is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. Over
130 languages and dialects are spoken there.

SARAH’S TIPS FOR FAMILIES
TRAVELLING TO TORONTO
Take your children to a swanky
restaurant.
Torontonians often take their children to the city’s
best restaurants. Head to Leslieville on Toronto’s
East side where local restauranteurs cook up
some of the Toronto’s best food. Most restaurants
without a kids menu will still be happy to make kidfriendly grub like grilled cheese sandwiches.

Visit in May and June.
Canadian children are in school until the last
week of June. Take advantage of the warm
spring weather to visit popular spots like
Canada’s Wonderland and Toronto Zoo before

ACTIVITY

Take public transport.

Ice-skating is extremely popular

If you are visiting downtown Toronto, consider

in Toronto. Find a local rink in

not renting a car. Stick to the subway and streetcar

your area and give it a try – or go

system where children under 12 ride for free.

rollerblading instead.
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Nathan Phillips Square, Toronto © Sarah Pittard

the crowds arrive.

WASHINGTON DC

Washington, DC is full of iconic sights which
is one reason why our family loved it so much.
They are everywhere, from the Capitol Building
to the Monument.

My favourite part of our trip was when we
became spies at the International Spy Museum.
We assumed fake identities, saw real spy gadgets,
and learnt all about disguise. It’s probably the best
museum we’ve ever been to.

We also visited the National Archives Museum
and saw original copies of the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution of the United
States and the Bill of Rights – although this may
be better for older children. We recommend the

13-year-old

Newseum and the free Smithsonian museums

JESSICA EBNER

(there are 19 in total, ranging from art to

familytraveltimes.co.uk

space) too.
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JESSICA’S TIPS FOR
FAMILIES TRAVELLING
TO WASHINGTON DC
Wear comfy shoes.
The famous monuments such as the Lincoln
Memorial and the White House are further apart
than you might expect, so don’t aim to do all of
them on one day and wear appropriate footwear!

Take the lift up the Washington
Monument.
The views are fantastic but make sure you arrive
early or book online in advance to get a ticket.

Take a Big Bus Tour.
We loved spotting locations we’d only ever seen in
the movies on ours, but check in advance which

half just have audio commentary.

America’s president lives in the
White House. Presidential pets
have included Clinton’s cat (Socks),

ACTIVITY

Obama’s dog (Bo), and Kennedy’s

Complete the following sentences:

pony (Macaroni).

If I were president of the United States, I would…
I would have a pet... called…
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National Air and Space museum in Washington, DC © Vacclav/Shutterstock

DID YOU KNOW?

bus you are going on as half have live speakers and
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Mother holding baby daughter high-up, Washington © Hisham Ibrahim/Getty Images

Aerial view of a government building, Washington DC, USA. © Glowimages

Feel inspired? Start planning your next
family travel adventure today.

Come explore

